Mr Kazek Christian Yan Lokuciewski
Last amended 05th May 2015 in accordance with SMARTvoter.org terms 
2015-03-14
Candidacy for the position of Wokingham Borough MP General Election 2015. Independent.
Promise Table
Constitutional Changes.
These are commitments to call for and support bills and motions as well as lesser versions to
ensure incremental improvement is chosen over loggerhead. There's a system for public oversight should a bill covering a
commitment be wider ranging.
Personal commitment.
These are commitments completely under the candidate's control, for example code of conduct or
delegation of authority to public.
These first 6 policies are the ones that I will prioritize outside the control Wokingham Residents.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Electoral candidates must provide a clear list of the true commitments that they will
offer. i.e. forgoing the rights to vote against without reelection, in keeping with the SMARTvoter terms (but no longer
branded).
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To ensure that candidates must vote as they were mandated to do. To allow
conscientious voters to do meaningful research. To encourage candidates to differentiate that which is actually ‘cast
iron’.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer Rights 1. Commitments

Promise. 
Constitutional change. The information provided above should be provided by the state to voters with polling
cards, as well as made available on posters outside polling stations and on a government website as the main
promoted government source of electoral information, the candidate optional 3 piece postal service will no longer be
provided.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To make voters aware of where they can find reliable facts about their candidates
intentions. To make it simple for members of the public to stand equally without joining a political clique.
Sacrifice:
Saving of whatever the postal delivery fee would be in general but increased print costs for borough
elections. Likely a slight saving.
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer Rights 2. Fair publication
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Promise. 
Constitutional change. Electoral candidates must provide the order in which they prioritise driving their
committed policies. This score weighting will provide the order in which motions are raised and driven. A national
emergency may jump the que.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To ensure that vested interests and hidden agendas are not prioritised over that which
candidates promoted themselves on.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer rights 3. Priority

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Every voter should be provided with a unique code known only to them that will be
associated with their voting choice. Each constituency will publish a full list of how each code in their area voted.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Truly independent auditing of results. Presently it would be simple for a well organised
establishment to replace boxes of voting cards. With each vote being worth perhaps £10,000 there needs to be truly
independent auditing.
Sacrifice:
Adding an independent code to the polling cards would be very cheap. Scanning the cards for the codes
would also be very cheap / unit. >1p / person.
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer Rights 4. Independent auditing.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Members of parliament should be able to prevote on bills / motions and vote via
online. They should not be required to attend Westminster cast their vote.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Cost effective and simpler voting. Enabling representatives of a constituency to fulfil
their representative duties as well as maintain a local career to return to full time after service or spend time discussing
policies with those they are supposed to represent before a vote.
Sacrifice:
None. Large cost savings, travel, overnight accommodation. Reduce influence of Westminster elite and
lobbyists over candidates who may feel intimidated.
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer Rights 5. V3 Remote Voting. Representatives need not sacrifice their career. Expanded
‘Indended purpose’ from V2.

Promise.
Personal commitment. To vote ‘No’ on fracking and motions that will allow fracking. Not to appoint people into
decisive positions on fracking who are also not contractually committed to no fracking.
Date Made:
22nd April 2014
Action timescales
: Perpetual
Intended purpose of promise: To ensure our generation starts down the path of a sustainable economy, which means
growth dependent only on resources as they replenish. Also to start slowing down the race towards ecocide. As an
island we do however have alternatives we should be exploiting and the EU should be increasing the free market drive
for green energy through incentives and import duties to balance competition from high consumption. This trend has to
start from the grassroots giving fossil energy company bought politicians zero leway.
Sacrifice:
Wokingham may miss out of Fracking profits . . . now, but saves them for later.
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Links / Ref:
FrackFree

Below the range of policies selected by a majority of Wokingham residents from the small sample who bothered to
show up that I am also contractually obliged to support.

Promise.
Constitutional change. No MP directorships or consultancies unless public jury deem there to be no risk of
conflict of interest
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: MPs have a lot of inside information, especially in where to invest. While the money
trails are still invisible, the removal of Director status and dividend potential will help expose and reduce the risk.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: 
Automatic Public Oversight of Company Directorships and Consultancies.
Promise.
Constitutional change. Green Tax Dodging Bill which calls for the beneficial owners of businesses and trusts
to be disclosed to authorities.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: MPs have a lot of inside information, especially in where to invest. While the money
trails are still invisible, the removal of Director status and dividend potential will help expose and reduce the risk.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: 
https://www.greenparty.org.uk/news/2015/02/13/greensthrowsupportbehindtaxdodgingbill/
Promise.
Constitutional change. UKIP Local referendum act. Allow 5% of local community to block a council approved
green site development.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Should an elected council planning committee not act in accordance with their electoral
message, the public should have some form of restorative control. I accept agree that there is more needed to this
promise, however, raising the bill in parliament as is will expand the discussion and I will be obliged to support any
lesser version with majority approval.
Sacrifice:
Wide ranging debate.
Links / Ref: 
UKIP

Policy
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Promise.
Constitutional Change. School space priority to children whose parents (A) who moved into existing homes

above that of that of children who reside in new builds built after parent (A) moved in.
Date Made:
22nd April 2014
Action timescales:
Perpetual until completion of described works,
Intended purpose of promise:
Encourages developers to resolve or build around school problems because new family
homes in areas of struggling school places will have a lower value in areas where there is poor catchment. Protection for
local parents whose initial property purchase decision has not been suitably protected by planning officers.
Sacrifice:
None. Developers will offer up greater investment in local schools. Developments will gravitate to where
schools have more places, resulting many commuting issues.
Links / Ref:
None.
Promise.
Personal Commitment. To always vote in accordance with the value that the NHS should be free at the point
of care.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Wokingham believes strongly that the NHS should be free at the point of care. My role
is to be their voice in parliament.
Sacrifice:
None, potential revenues and reductions in costs from financially incentivising selfhelp will not be realised.
Links / Ref: 
NHS Free at point of care. Most parties.
Promise. 
Constitutional change. NHS buildings and staff should be publicly owned / employed and purchased using tax
revenues. Persistent use of locum staff should be classed as a failure and employed staff taken on.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
PPI and locum staff costs have shown the failing of our scrimp now pay double later
solution which is a systemic strategy of the party system, the next government picks up the tab, in this instance the next
governments funders are also picking up the contracts. In a world of increased innovation and less need to provide
necessities, the one area that the resources should be used are those which increase quality of life. Health is the main
one of these. We should be able to invest and do so in the most cost effective manner, with professional staff able to
enjoy a professional wage.
Sacrifice:
Large gains in local incomes and unknown newly exposed IHT availability. Possible property deflation.
Links / Ref: 
#Public NHS buildings and Staff.
Promise.
Constitutional Change. To support the renationalisation of the Railways with due consideration to fair
purchase of rolling stock and other effects.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Experiment over. Didn’t make things better. What we may have gained in productivity /
hour on staff we lost in subcontracting services costs from Network Rail and profits on the trains. The railway is
supposed to provide an affordable and environmentally friendly solution to transporting a workforce from home to work.
It is therefore wholly acceptable for there to be some kind of state subsidy. State subsidies of existing technology
companies supplying a necessity are very much open to abuse since the negotiations are literally to decide a profit
margin.
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Sacrifice:
None.
Links / Ref: ReNationalise Railways Green policy

Promise.
Constitutional Change. UK Energy. To invest heavily in state owned green energy at whatever rate is
required to meet increased in demand. Compulsory purchasing land at present / farm value so as not to pay perpetual
land rent fees to wealthy MP relatives.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Green energy has become a necessity that should be subsidised. While it makes
sence for private companies to bit to contrast the infrastructure, these should be paid cash and state owned with no
land payments to individuals who are not the only ones who will face the loss of a clear view of a hill.
Sacrifice:
None.
Links / Ref: Nationalised Green energy supply company.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Noone is above the law. In the event of a crime being exposed for example, Forex &
Libor rigging, Westminster paedophilia and large scale offshore tax evasion, the individuals responsible will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the law with modest reductions for informants as with most organised crime. If 100,000
members of the electorate sign a petition complaining that justice has not been done, a validated random public jury will
decide if the matter should go to a jury led trial. If there is compelling evidence that those responsible for bringing the
criminal charges were negligent in not so, the first Jury may also decide that those individuals should face a trial also.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Risk free establishment corruption and perpetual intergenerational wealth hoarding will
inevitably result in worse market manipulation and expanded inequality especially in the form of inherited property
portfolios that steal prosperity from those who provide a valuable service to those who need not. If is true that the
bodies responsible for tax and prosecution have been compromised then this cannot be dismantled from within the
current system.
Sacrifice:
Short term, 20 years. Legal fees could be massive, international repercussions may be huge as money
stored offshore will be fined and denied, resulting in sanctions against countries that protect illicit gains. Long term this
is an absolutely necessary foundation for responsible and fair capital governance.
Links / Ref:
Noone is above the law. Especially those charged with upholding it.

Promise.
Personal Commitment. To vote regarding energy for no expansion in UK nuclear energy, siting that investing
in renewable, even if more expensive would be better long term.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Nuclear energy has hidden lasting costs owing to complications with to cleaning it up,
these cleanup costs end up with the state. Wokingham supports a Green Energy revolution. This can be achieved id
we stop wasting time on Nuclear sweeteners amongst friends.
Sacrifice:
Massive debate. My view, long term prosperity and energy independence.
Links / Ref: 
None
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Promise.
Personal Commitment. To vote in favour around £26b over the next 10 years maintaining trident.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Fulfil NATO obligations. Continued investment in expertise in atomic energy which may
lead to other forms of fusion as well as long term submersible capability.
Sacrifice:
£26b over 10 years (taxable income and follow on work) weighed up against that same spend / tax revenue
driving productivity in other fields such as health care or to pay off national debt to reduce interest (but not generate
taxable income)
Links / Ref: 
None

Promise.
Personal Commitment. To vote in favour of maintaining 2% GDP on defence.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Fulfil NATO obligations. Maintain relative level of defence spend
Sacrifice:
Productivity of armed forces weighed up against that same spend / tax revenue driving productivity in other
fields such as health care or to pay off national debt to reduce interest (but not generate taxable income)
Links / Ref: 
None

Promise.
Personal Commitment. To 
OPPOSE
HS2
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: We have to pick and choose our spend. Until such time that tax avoidance is reduced
enough to provide zero deficit, we should avoid unnecessary projects that may further increase the tendency for
businesses to existing primarily in London. While I prefer HS2 to Trident, we have no obligation or loss of capability by
not doing it. No buying it on credit.
Sacrifice:
Massive saving. Loss of taxable revenues from the spend and the resulting value of the asset produced.
Links / Ref: 
None

Promise.
Personal Commitment. EU Referendum. Yes
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Wokingham wants one. That’s democracy.
Sacrifice:
Debatable. I think most will hardly notice the difference. (I was in France for the Euro)
Links / Ref: 
None
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Promise.
Personal Commitment. To 
OPPOSE
UKIP Grammar school proposition. Support better internal streaming
into academic / vocational and accelerated classes.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Once size fits all does not work, I agree, but isolating of certain types into certain
schools has a massive social interaction implications. What you are taught in class is not all of your school education.
Sacrifice:
None.
Links / Ref: 
None

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Ministerial Salary to be prorata and other work location logged. Voting will be allowed
remotely and state owned overnight accommodation provided no second owned property funding.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
MPs should have salaries that are representative of the people they are supposed to
be. Senior managers, not business leaders. Business leaders who spare some time being an MP have a vested interest
in helping their business and should be discouraged from double dipping. Honest people willing to serve for 4 years and
pass the responsibility on should not be required to give up their existing career. MPs have a constituency they
represent, they should be there. The halls of Westminster should be a place to cast votes remotely if a view is
preordained.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Pro Rata wages. Less perks.

Promise. 
Bill. Second chamber, house of Lords reform. No hereditary titles. Lords elected for 15 years.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
The house of Lords is not made up of a proportionality of people that represent the
most humane and fair of regular society. The house of lords is not there to create laws, it is there to block laws that an
establishment government may try to pass. Therefore lords must not also be appointed or ex members of the
establishment.

Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Citizen Safety Net
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Promise. 
Constitutional change. MP candidates to wave their data protection rights regarding their personal finances
and nonprivate criminal information.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015. Pass data. Whistle blower new policy. MP only. Note, across the board.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
We should not be in a situation where the heir to an offshore tax avoidance empire of
unknown size and interest is able to occupy a position where a single statement can manipulate those funds by a few
percent in a single day, without the possibility of oversight. While it is impossible to fully close this system, requiring that
those who seek positions of extreme trust must be willing to prove that they have nothing to hide will help.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Citizen Safety Net

Promise. 
Constitutional change. Disallow national party affiliation from local borough, town and parish council elections.
Candidates can be members of national parties but this is not to be conveyed on polling cards or delivery literature.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Local borough, town and parish council elections should not be able to exploit the
confusion and financial branding investment of national parties. This confusion also provides a risk of national  locally
favouritism and provide disproportionate opportunity in boroughs that are affiliated with the national power.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Voter Consumer Rights 6. Local habits.

Promise. 
Bill. Fund a
Financial loophole research and close department. New department of independent accountants

offered role to be randomly selected from senior accountants not specialised in corporate tax, but will learn on the job.
Team member will be well paid but will have to declare their worldly wealth.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015:
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To investigate and expose financial crimes or conduct that should be a crime but
vested interests have been unwilling to act on.
Sacrifice:
Massive income gains from those who can afford it. Danger of inactive family wealth flight.
Links / Ref:
Close Financial Loopholes
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Promise. 
Constitutional change. Replacement of Inheritance tax with wealth tax 1% over £1m (index linked)
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
IHT is not paid by truly wealthy people; they can gift it, loose on a private table in a
casino. Instead impose a wealth tax of 1% on property, stock market investments and appreciating assets totalling over
£1m index linked. So that people do not need to sell their home the government will accept part stakes in homes with
new simple bank / inland revenue system. Stakes / investments can be paid as share transfer to a government trading
body. Family businesses can transferee a share to government with a right to buy back to support cash flow. Where
some argue that this is contrary to the Magna Carta, all people must sell assets to pay bills Private property should be
considered that which is for personal use, not business. The main asset, the primary home, will be protected for use of
the person, the part ownership will simply slip to the state. Over 40x median wage. The overall result for most people of
modest means will be a complete removal of inheritance tax, while for those who have substantial land hoardings will
contribute more.
Sacrifice:
Large gains in local incomes and unknown newly exposed IHT availability.
Links / Ref:
No IHT instead wealth tax over £1m.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. UK land and infrastructure levy over 25% of the potential rental income of any
nonprimary / self land holding unless paid by UK wealth tax)
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms. CRB ALL
Intended purpose of promise:
The corrupt UK tax system has created a mass of complicated ways to avoid paying
tax. The biggest cost to this is the tickle up economy. Hoarding infrastructure and land assets inside offshore vehicles
inflates local prices in relation to local salaries. Taxing the land not held for primary personal use will help return
property prices to one that relate to local incomes, allowing greater local disposable incomes to stimulate the productive
economy. The cost of protecting protection of all UK land assets from those who need them and foreign attack are vast
and it is inappropriate for nondom entities not to contribute.
Sacrifice:
Guaranteed property deflation likely 30%, but then reverting back to market matching 4%, as a result 5 years
potential negative equity. The government should resolve this with part purchase on temporary public low interest
mortgages for those caught in the rebalance. This should resolve within 5 years though as the large gains relative
disposable incomes result in activity in the productive economy.
Links / Ref:
UK land and infrastructure levy with UK taxpayer allowance.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. HMRC numbers to chasing tax evasion increase 4x.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
HMRC is the UK income stream on tax and we are losing potentially £100b / year to tax
evasion as well as missing opportunities to remove crooks from the financial sector.
Sacrifice:
Large gains in local incomes and unknown newly exposed IHT availability. Possible property deflation.
Links / Ref:
Justified amendments.
Links / Ref: 
HMRC to chance tax evaders.
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Promise. 
Constitutional change. Tax evasion tax. 10% tax on all the proportion of all UK assets that do not have an
ultimate living beneficiary registered. Individual items under £2000 are exempt.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To ensure that secret wealth does not have a competitive advantage over honest
transparent wealth.
Sacrifice:
Large gains in local incomes and unknown newly exposed IHT availability. Possible property deflation.
Links / Ref:
Evader Investor Tax.

Promise. 
Constitutional change. TTIP and similar scale trade agreements are as far reaching as joining the EU. We
need a full transparency in parliament vote or it’s blocked.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
This move is almost as bigger than joining the EU with regards to the legal
ramifications. If representatives are going to allow a secret court to allow a company to sue a country for passing
common good laws that impact on their profits, then the public need to see who signed to what on their behalf.
Sacrifice:
Unrestricted untaxed International trade creates an immediate flurry of activity and the markets explore and
exploit the new balance. This results in a temporary increase in activity and employment as both new and old coexist. I
would like to note though that it is temporary and the following recession is hidden behind real world inflation through
currency expansion, the result of which is lower Median earned Capital / Capita Hour as employees must work to the
level of those with the lowest rights.
Links / Ref: 
No TTIP etc without full disclosure and parliamentary vote.
Promise. 
Constitutional change. When a motion is brought to the council / parliament it should be voted on as well as
any amended versions if presented. Should a group decide to present an amended version the effects and purpose of
the difference from the original must be discussed and agreed. Representatives must vote on both the original AND the
amendment. If they vote for one and not the other they will be considered to have voted against the differences.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To ensure political majorities are not able to circumvent their obligations to vote in a
particular manner on a motion by eliminating the need to vote on the matter at all. To allow honest members to remove
trojan horses from otherwise good bills to not waste too much time.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Justified amendments.
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Promise. 
Constitutional change. MP whistleblower rewards. It is apparent that there is an unwillingness for the
authorities to act against establishment figures on both banking crimes and paedophilia. In all cases the information is
coming to light from individuals who risk their careers to expose these crimes, which then seem to result in no criminal
investigation but does result in a loss of income or freedom for the whistleblower. To help exposure corrupting
influences, parliamentary candidates must agree that their personal vested interest that are not declared in the public
domain including wealth and income they pass through to loved ones. Should a whistleblower(s) expose an MPs
undeclared interests and undeclared vested interests that they control they agree that those persons shall be entitled to
10% of the value. Any agreement the MP makes with their trustees to facilitate this must be made public. If the trustee’s
are unwilling to make a fair agreement of trust exposure then the person will be removed from office.
Date Made
: 03th May 2015. Pass data. Whistle blower new policy. MP only.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
We should not be in a situation where the heir to an offshore tax avoidance empire is
able to occupy a position where a single statement can manipulate those funds by a few percent in a single day and now
be able to monitor those funds for manipulation. While it is impossible to fully close this system, introducing distrust into
the network and incentivising exposure will help.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Whistleblower incentives

Promise.
Constitutional change. Any scrutiny panel should be selected in a transparent, randomised manner from the
MP / councillor pool, independent of political party ratios, with right of refusal.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: The scrutiny panel is not a decision making group but instead one that audits the actions
of others. It is, therefore important to ensure that it is as hard as possible for the scrutiny panel to be manipulated. Being
a scrutiny panel this in no way intrudes on the controlling parties ability to make allowable decisions.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Randomise independent scrutiny.

Promise:
Constitutional change. To allow members of the public to film, take photographs and record audio in all council
related meetings in which the public are allowed to attend. The meetings can only be held at private venues that will
allow the filming. Private venues will only be used if they allow the filming on their premises. Reasonable rules may be
imposed to ensure that filming is not overly intrusive. Imaging attendees should be allowed since the event is public and
it is public interest if certain people in attendance or active in attendance share vested interests or large volumes
represent a single organisation.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Transparency. There have been numerous cases of distinctive statements and answers
not making their way into the legal council minutes. There is only a small core of people who actively attend the
meetings who may influence the setting and questioning with vested interests. By having all active participants
potentially recorded there will be no more unprovable manipulation of the minutes. It would also serve to allow the public
get a sense of the character of those they are voted for when in a position of authority. The council currently use private
premises for public forums and ask the owner not to allow filming to avoid there being a true public record of the
meetings which is against the councillor code of conduct..
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Public meeting reporting.
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Promise:
Constitutional change. Members of societies in must declare their affiliation in public office and most declare
other members who they are dealing with OR abstain from all roles where contracts are decided.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015
Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
Transparency. There is compelling evidence that key members of secret societies have
profited from both sides of almost every major war in the last century, including industrialists and politicians. It is known
that the Royal family and all police bosses are Freemasons while in the US the Bones men have taken a significant
role. The role of an MP should be to act in the best interests of constituents. If the candidate has taken an oath to
support another above their constituents then that is a conflict of interest and must be mitigated.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Secret societies.

Promise: 
Constitutional change that should there be an application for fracking in a borough the decision will be made
by use of a borough wide referendum and not the planning committee, unless the majority of elected representatives had
made it clear in their election campaign that they would allow fracking as well as those whose appointment has given
them the authority. Unless they are required to do so by national law
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms..
Intended purpose of promise:
To reduce the ability of crony or corruptible council members to circumvent democracy by not
being transparent about powerful issues.
Sacrifice:
It would be unlikely that any Fracking applications will pass. Any windfalls from Fracking the council may have made
would be postponed until another generation really need it and support it. £6b buys 2.5% of UK energy as offshore wind so we
really don’t need it.

Links / Ref: 
Must have a Fracking Mandate.
Promise:
Constitutional change. No green belt development until brown field sites are fully utilised.
Date Made:
22nd April 2014
Action timescales: 
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise: 
To force parliament to resolve the issue of land banking in which many financial
institutions are invested and have profited to the detriment of local communities.
Sacrifice
: Depends How we resolve it.
Links / Ref:
Brown then Green

Promise:
Constitutional change. Scrap CIL. Developers / Landowners will pay 40% of land value changes as a result of
a planning permission to the local government for infrastructure and affordable housing and 40% of land value change to
national government for same use. This may be paid after sale or in developed property.
Date Made:
22nd April 2014
Action timescales:
Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise:
To reduce the incentive for farmland to be hoarded and run down by speculative land
owners. To reduce the incentive for their family members and secret society brethren to occupy the council. To reduce
the resale value of farm land to one that is affordable to someone who wished to farm. To encourage land owners to
ready land for farming.
Sacrifice:
None
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Links / Ref:
Planning value payment. Note. This was amended 20150505 as 80% was mistakenly put for each
contribution.

Promise.
Constitutional change. Fiscal options. Should we need to expand currency we should do so with the debt
being held by those who back the currency. The future efforts of UK taxpayers. Rather than quantitative easing, new
base money will be created by way of a public bond. The currency will be created for immediate use by the government.
A minimum of which 50% must be used to pay the most expensive institutional debt. The public bond will be paid
directly into every account in the national bank monthly over 5 years at an interest rate of 3%. Set the capital reserve
ratio of banks at 10% across all formats proportionately by 2025. Expand the public band scheme incrementally who will
recapitalise the banks by paying off the debts.
Date Made
: 16th February 2015.
Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Currency can be used as a giant ponzi scheme that is expanded and contracted by
changing capital reserves. Allowing insiders to multiply their % of capital by holding either capital or currency during the
contractions and expansions that can be simply manufactured by the major banks altering their capital reserve ratios as
a cartel. The economy may not handle a sudden shift from faux currency fractional reserve banking, Part of the less
painful solution is to cut off the middleman is to pay off the debts, increase the capital reserves of the banks and
eliminate their ability to expand currency beyond x10.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref:
Dismantle the currency Ponzi scheme. Phase 1

Promise.
Constitutional change. Commercial Bank Reform.
Commercial banks should only lend directly to borrowers: all loans would have to be shown and kept on their balance
sheets. An end to thirdparty commission deals which might involve banks acting as “brokers” and onselling loans or
other financial assets for profit. Banks should not be allowed to accept any financial asset as collateral to support loans.
The collateral should be the estimated value of the income stream on the asset for which the loan is being advanced
Banks should be banned from having “offbalance sheet” assets. Banks should be banned from trading in credit default
insurance.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: To stop banks altering the definition of debt and hiding the debts they are running.
Sacrifice:
Deflation of all nonstable assets / stock market. It’s this OR 10 yearly collapses in which those who ca jump
in and out make a bit more than they should and those who don’t make less. This boom bust rewards insider traders
and market manipulators. The identities of the key players is impossible to prove so reducing the scale of the market is
the best solution.
Links / Ref: 
http://socialdemocracy21stcentury.blogspot.co.uk/2009/11/financialderegulationandoriginof.html
Promise.
Constitutional change. Single Transferable Vote.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: You cannot have a situation where someone 30% of people hate wins an election over
any of three people 70% of people prefer.
Sacrifice:
None if we move to electronic voting.
Links / Ref: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WfingO_mvLw
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Promise.
Constitutional change. Scrap nondom. Labour Policy
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: The very existence of this loophole is evidence of an unwillingness for fair public
service in government.
Sacrifice:
None. There may be some tax dodgers leaving, but they will have to sell their assets. Not quite so relevant if
we tax assets rather than people as per previous bills.
Links / Ref: No NonDom

Promise.
Constitutional change. Declared parliamentary vested interests, conflict to be decided by a Jury, not the
Prime Minister.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: With a Prime Minister with a clear vested interest in tax dodging making decisions
about tax dodging, and many MPs also tax dodging in ways that are clearly not for the common good, it is clear that this
part needs public oversight.
Sacrifice:
None. The cost of convening a public jury from time to time, however, if the vested interests were likely to
influence investment gains that leach from the currency pool, or oppose the closure of a tax loophole then the
government may gain in tax revenues.
Links / Ref: 
Resolution of Parliamentary vested interests.
Promise.
All UK trust funds to assume the same rules as currently set. Including Royal ones.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: It is not fair that the middle class subsidise the cost of our armies and laws protecting
extreme wealth. Part of that is fair taxation of beneficial owners so that they cannot avoid paying their fair share.
Sacrifice:
Net gain. Potential flight of asset rich persons, if they do they must sell their uk assets of face greater
taxation on them if other wealth tax laws pass.
Links / Ref: 
No old trust rules.
Promise.
Import duties on from low tax areas to mitigate local competitiveness at 50% of difference
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: It is impossible for someone to produce something in the UK and earn a living wage
when those same goods can be processed by someone who has no welfare and works 70 hour a week for little more
than food and shelter. Allowing this only help the multinational companies who increase our export levels. To help
reduce this, each year the overall difference in cost /capita/hour and carbon costs will be compared and an import duty
set to mitigate. Rules placed to counteract the use of part assembly / intermediary tricks.
Sacrifice:
Locals will find a significant increase in the cost of consumable and disposable products / toys etc. They will
also be able to find more well paid jobs doing things of value and repairing / restoring goods.
Links / Ref:
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Promise.
Ministerial Judge pledge change. Add allegiance to the public of this country and will endeavour to ensure
that once persons boon is not to the detriment of another.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Presently it could be contrary to the oath for a Royal heir to defraud a member of the
public and MPs and Judges be required to side with the Royal heir.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: 
Oath to public
Promise.
Constitutional change. UK jobs not to be advertised overseas first.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Let’s help keep families together, by encouraging them to work locally.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: UKIP Policy

Promise.
Constitutional change. Exit checks on the borders so we can monitor who leaves.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Undo something that one would think was an oversight if there were not so many
wealthy people in Government profiting from inflated rents and UK currency.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: UKIP Policy

Promise.
Constitutional change. NHS to actively claim migrant health care by setting up a department or commission
that receives for example 10% of claim value.
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: Apparently most healthcare in the UK is covered by EU insurance but no one bothers
to claim it.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: Modified UKIP Policy. Added enforcement
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Promise.
Personal Commitment. To act in accordance with the Transgender manifesto names Transgender Manifesto
rd
Date Made
: 3
May 2015

Action timescales
: Standard as per terms.
Intended purpose of promise
: To protect social equality and fair and balanced portrayal of the transgender
community. While I admit that I presently find certain aspects unnerving, I accept that it is the result of my own
conditioning and that, going forwards, as a liberal, the freedom to act inline with whatever gender identity you have,
free of persecution should be encouraged, regardless of your physical gender.
Sacrifice:
None
Links / Ref: 
http://www.transmanifesto.org.uk/main.php
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